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In the asymmetric environment – from traditional peacekeeping to counterinsurgency (COIN) – American service members are thrust into situations where they
must make use of deadly force decisions that are analogous to civilian law enforcement
operations. Despite mandatory guidance from the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff that
“commanders, at all levels, shall ensure that individuals within their respective units
understand and are trained on when and how to use force in self-defense”1, the
dangerous, and sometimes tragic, reality is that the Services are not fulfilling this
mandate. This creates a heightened risk for friendly forces and a greater likelihood of
legally inappropriate uses of force that might undermine strategic successes. This
article proposes that U.S. Joint Forces Command develop, manage and sustain a use
of deadly force instructor certification program that would ensure joint standards for
master trainers from the diverse services on well-defined yet routinely ignored universal
truths concerning not only the law, but also the tactical realities surrounding deadly
force encounters. America’s “Strategic Corporals” trained to the right legal and tactical
standard will more likely win and survive in today’s deadly force encounters.

TRAINING AMERICA’S STRATEGIC CORPORALS
The belief that machines fight wars and people are of secondary
importance was exemplified by technological solutions to the ongoing
enemy evolutions in the war in Iraq and Afghanistan. The high priests of
technology in the Pentagon and industry (and their wholly owned
subsidiaries in the media and think tanks) even have the temerity to
construct a precisely defined vision of a high tech world in 2025 through
the RMA. It justified the past obsession with “revolutionary” precisionguided weapons and all-seeing, all-knowing command and control
systems. Today, these same systems have not been able to defeat a third
world insurgency. Only thinking leaders and soldiers can do that.
—Franklin C. Spinney, "Pork Barrels and Budgeteers:
What Went Wrong with the Quadrennial Defense Reviews?"2
More so than any time in our history, American Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and
Marines are being placed into situations whereby they have to make split-second
decisions on whether or not to use deadly force in defense of self and innocent others.
Their decisions are often judged in the clear vision of 20-20 hindsight by government,
political and media entities that do not understand the tactical realities of a fire fight.
Because our forces have been in near-continuous combat since 2001, America
possesses for the first time since WWII a high percentage of the military force that has
experienced combat. We now have a new generation of warriors that have performed
as well as the much vaunted Greatest Generation of WWII, but we insist on impeding
them with pre-9/11 rules and post-shooting analyses.3
While there have been tremendous strides taken to recognize the importance of
realistic tactical training and weapons familiarity,4 in many ways we are still behaving
like a risk-averse, peacetime military when it comes to rules of engagement drafting,
implementation and training.

As recently exemplified by the experience of Marine Lance Corporal Justin L.
Sharratt, who faced court-martial charges stemming from his decision to use deadly
force in Haditha, Iraq on November 19, 2005, American service members are
increasingly thrust into situations where they must make use of deadly force decisions
more analogous to domestic law enforcement confrontations than traditional force-onforce combat operations. There remains much discord and confusion as to the authority
and ability to use deadly force. Much of this confusion is not based on the rules
themselves – rules that are, for the most part, rather robust – but rather on how the
rules are trained and communicated to the lowest echelons.
The purpose of this paper is to propose that the Department of Defense develop
and sustain a use of deadly force instructor certification program that would ensure joint
standards for master trainers from diverse services on some universal truths concerning
not only the law, but also the tactical realities surrounding deadly force encounters and
small arms proficiency. Such training will greatly enhance America’s Strategic
Corporals5 in making the right deadly force decisions across the mission spectrum,
thereby increasing the likelihood of killing hostiles and decreasing the likelihood of killing
innocent civilians. To ensure uniformity across services – services that increasingly
operate together or collocate within the same battle space – U.S. Joint Forces
Command is the most logical and relevant command to be the program’s proponent.
In Haditha, on November 19, 2005, Lance Corporal Sharratt – a veteran of
combat operations in Fallujah – engaged four civilian-dressed military aged males while
conducting a house-to-house search just hours after his convoy was hit during a road
side improvised explosive device (IED) attack. The end result of an intense and
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sometimes improperly focused investigation was an exoneration of Lance Corporal
Sharratt after a hearing conducted pursuant to Article 32b of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice (UCMJ). The convening authority – then-Lieutenant General James
Mattis6 – wrote a two-page letter to Lance Corporal Sharratt dismissing the charges.
The relevant portions of General Mattis’ poignant dismissal letter are set forth as
follows:
The experience of combat is difficult to understand intellectually and very
difficult to appreciate emotionally. One of our Nation’s most articulate
Supreme Court Justices, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., served as an
Infantryman during the Civil War and described war as an
“incommunicable experience.”[7] He has also noted elsewhere that
“detached reflection cannot be demanded in the presence of an uplifted
knife.[8]”
While the charges against Sharratt were eventually dismissed, the reality
remains that service members are, indeed, being unnecessarily subjected to detached
reflection in the presence of uplifted AK-47s. More importantly, many responsible for
training our forces pre-combat, as well as those investigating our warriors post-combat,
fail to appreciate the dynamics of a tactical encounter as experienced in close quarters
combat (CQC).9 In fact, one of the few general officers with considerable CQC
experience10 recently commented that the events of Haditha were the result of placing
Marines trained and experienced in conducting traditional Military Operations in Urban
Terrain (MOUT) tactics in a CQC environment. In other words, if we use blunt
instruments to affect precision surgery, we should not be surprised at the resultant
trauma to the body. With little difficulty, via a time-tested law enforcement training
methodology, individual warriors can be honed to make more precise decisions under
stress.
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First, Understand the Law: Self-Defense
One ought never to turn one's back on a threatened danger and try to run
away from it. If you do that, you will double the danger. But if you meet it
promptly and without flinching, you will reduce the danger by half. Never
run away from anything. Never! 11
There is misunderstanding – even amongst otherwise learned judge advocates –
concerning the robust legal authority for individual Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and
Marines to use force in self-defense. It is important, therefore, to first comprehend the
depth and breadth of the law in this regard, as well as its relevance to military
operations.
At a strategic level, the lawful authority, domestically and internationally, for
United States forces to use force is rooted in the right of self-defense. By keeping all
uses of military power – specifically war and war-like actions – founded in self-defense,
America will retain the moral high ground, clearly signal its strategic intentions to
potential adversaries, and avoid straying into the morass of commitments not rooted in
self-defense. This applies to the individual’s right of self-defense as well.
Throughout the mission spectrum, from seemingly benign humanitarian
assistance missions to hard fought counterinsurgency operations, most use of force
decisions our forces make will be predicated on this right of self-defense. Applying such
decisions in the “three block war”12 environment requires our Strategic Corporals to
individually and near-intuitively understand their rights and authorities to use force in
self-defense.
In order to appreciate the full depth and breadth of the right of self-defense, it is
worth examining its historical roots. Consistently, since at least 60 B.C., laws and
customs have recognized individuals’ inherent right to reasonably defend themselves
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from an attacker threatening to inflict death or serious bodily injury. Historically, the
right of self-defense has been viewed not as a statutory or legal right, but as a divine
natural right permanently bestowed upon all persons by virtue of existence. Over 2,000
years ago Markus Tullius Cicero wrote:
[t]here does exist therefore, gentlemen, a law which is a law not of the
statute-book, but of nature; a law which we possess not by instruction,
tradition, or reading, but which we have caught, imbibed, and sucked in at
Nature’s own breast; a law which comes to us not by education but by
constitution, not by training but by intuition—the law, I mean, that should
our life have fallen into any snare, into the violence and the weapons of
robbers or foes, every method of winning a way to safety would be morally
justifiable.13
William Blackstone, the father of English Common law,14 wrote, “[s]elf defense is
justly called the primary law of nature, so it is not, neither can it be in fact, taken away
by the laws of society.”15 “The right of having and using arms for self-preservation and
defense” is one of the five auxiliary rights people possess to “protect and maintain ‘the
three great and primary rights’ personal security, personal liberty, and private
property.”16
English philosopher John Locke observed, “self defense is a part of the law or
nature, nor can it be denied the community, even against the king himself”17 In his
treatise on civil government, self-defense is fundamental to the very existence of
mankind. Much like one is justified in killing a wild animal if it displayed intent to attack;
one is justified in taking the life of another person if that person displayed intent to do
harm to you. Locke reasoned:
… one may destroy a man who makes war upon him, or has discovered
an enmity to his being, for the same reason that he may kill a wolf or a
lion; because such men are not under the ties of the common law of
reason, have no other rule, but that of force and violence, and so may be
treated as beasts of prey, those dangerous and noxious creatures, that
will be sure to destroy him whenever he falls into their power.18
5

The Founding Fathers also used English common law as a platform to build the
U.S. Constitution. English common law long recognized individual’s right to selfdefense as a natural and divine right.19 The drafters were heavily influenced by the
works of William Blackstone, and drafted the core of the Constitution to protect life,
liberty and property. Self-defense was a part of the right to personal security, as one
could not be secure in their safety without the right to defend against those wishing to
deprive him of it.20 Mirroring Blackstone’s statements, Samuel Adams wrote: “[a]mong
the natural rights of the Colonists are these: First, a right to life; Secondly, to liberty;
Thirdly, to property; together with the right to support and defend them in the best
manner they can.”21 The Constitution reflects Blackstone’s influence in the Bill of
Rights, which explicitly protects our rights to life, liberty, and property, and freedom from
governmental intrusion.
Even under international legal constructs, it should be noted that customary and
statutory international law recognizes the inherent right of self-defense. The application
of anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defense and the maxim of a person’s inherent right to
self-defense were firmly established in the Caroline incident. In 1837, the British were
fighting a counter-insurgency war along the Niagara River in Canada. The steamer
Caroline was being used by the insurgents on both the American and British sides of
the river. On the evening of December 29, 1837, British combatants crossed onto the
American side of the river and destroyed the Caroline while it was docked in Schlosser,
New York. The Americans protested, but the British responded that they were merely
exercising their inherent right of self-defense. American Secretary of State Daniel
Webster disagreed.
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In response to Lord Ashburton’s claim that the British acted in self-defense,
Webster declared that for an act to be self-defense, it “must be a necessity of selfdefense, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means and no moment for
deliberation.”22 Secondly, to be appropriate, self-defense must be proportional, not
“unreasonable or excessive.”23 While never admitting culpability for the Caroline
incident, the British apologized to the United States for the incident.24
The Caroline incident is the first recognition of the common law right of selfdefense as it relates to international law.25 Lieutenant Commander Dale Stephens
wrote:
Lord Ashburton specifically noted the ‘ingenious’ suggestion by Mr.
Webster that the legitimacy of British actions should be assessed by
reference to this modified concept of self defense under international law.
Thus, the British suddenly found themselves defending their Captain’s
actions on the basis of a principle narrower than self-preservation.
Further, Lord Ashburton accepted the challenge and consistently
described his justification of British actions in terms analogous to personal
self defense.
The Caroline incident also serves as a strong legal precedent for many of
America’s pre-emptive military strikes, to include the recent cross-border operations into
Pakistan and Syria targeting Al Qaeda. On such fundamental concerns as self-defense,
America may enter into short or long-term alliances, but must never submit to the will of
the collective international masses when discerning what constitutes a justifiable act of
self-defense. This is because collective thought might reflect collective ignorance as
evidenced by the restrictions imposed by the United Nations (UN) that have plagued
General Bipin Rawat, an Indian officer who commands UN forces in Democratic
Republic of Congo:
Under their rules of engagement, Gen Rawat's forces are always denied
the advantage of surprise. They must shout verbal warnings and fire shots
7

in the air before they can engage any rebels. Their operations are not
allowed to risk a single civilian casualty.26
One glowing ember of hope in the darkness of such ill-conceived UN-authored
rules of engagement (ROE) is that such rules apply to the targeting of forces rather than
using force in individual or collective self-defense. Accordingly, there remains strong
constitutional, common law and international law support for both collective and
individual rights of self-defense. Across the mission spectrum – from humanitarian relief
operations to force-on-force conflict – it is abundantly clear that America can justly and
lawfully support uses of force in self-defense. This extends to the rules as they apply to
the individual Soldier, Sailor, Airmen, or Marine.
Despite mandatory guidance from the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff that
“commanders, at all levels, shall ensure that individuals within their respective units
understand and are trained on when and how to use force in self-defense”27, the
dangerous, and sometimes tragic, reality is that this mandate is not being well-carried
out by the services. Many Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Marines are not properly
trained on threat recognition and appropriate tactical responses to a hostile act or
demonstration of hostile intent. This creates not only a heightened risk for friendly
forces, but also a greater likelihood of legally inappropriate uses of force that might
undermine strategic successes, especially in the counter-insurgency (COIN) fight.
Legal Authorities for Using Deadly Force in Military Operations.
Commanders and individual warriors are always looking for simple, direct, and
easily applied ROE that answer their fundamental use of force question, “When should I
pull the trigger?” While general guidelines for upper command levels can be set forth in
the ROE Annex of an Operations Order, and even more particularized guidance handed
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out to subordinate echelons via ROE Cards, the answer to such a question is almost
always incident specific and must be based on the split-second judgment of the
individual on the scene. In such situations ROE Cards and Escalation of Force (EOF)
Cards remain nearly useless (and often needlessly dangerous) as they assume a linear
linkage in a non-linear world. Paralleling the problem that critics of effects-based
operations have identified – that the “nearly limitless ways that an action might ricochet
through an interactively complex or nonlinear system mean that for all practical
purposes, the interactions within the system exceed the calculative capacities for any
computer to follow, at least in any meaningful way”28 – ROE or EOF cards ignore the
fact that deadly force situations are complex and not conducive to “if-then” solutions.
Accordingly, judgment-based training, the opposite of the usual rules-based
training individuals typically receive in this area, is a better way to ensure tactically
sound compliance with the ROE. As discussed more fully, below, this can effectively be
accomplished by using a combination of situational exercises, briefings, and firearms
training focused on elevating the student’s ability to quickly, dispassionately and
accurately assess threats and apply the relevant rules of engagement.
There are also recurring misunderstandings by many service members and judge
advocates concerning the level and degree of authority needed to engage lawful
targets. This misunderstanding and confusion leads to the mistaken belief that the
actual status of an individual shot in self-defense must first be ascertained. Too often,
warriors are briefed that they must have “PID” (positive identification) before engaging.
Such ill-founded beliefs are perpetuated by the repeated use of criminally-focused
investigations into what are, in essence, line-of-duty shooting decisions.

9

There are two29 – sometimes distinct – manners by which a military member can
lawfully employ deadly force: (1) subject to a target being declared hostile by
competent authority or (2) in response to a demonstrated hostile intent or hostile act
(intended to inflict death or serious bodily injury to self or friendly forces).
Against a declared hostile, once PID is established, then there is no legal
obligation to detain, capture or otherwise take less intrusive means. By way of
example, a Soldier could walk into a barracks room filled with sleeping enemy
combatants who have been declared hostile and shoot them. There is no legal
obligation to wake them, capture them or make it a “fair” fight. By direct analogy, if a
tactical operations center can lawfully drop a 2,000 lb laser-guided bomb on that
barracks room (subject to collateral damage and proportionality analysis), then it is
axiomatic that a lone Soldier could kill them with his M-4. For some reason, however,
when some judge advocates and commanders review these close-in killing situations,
they mistakenly analyze them under a self-defense methodology as set forth below.
In matters of individual or unit self-defense, as spelled out in the unclassified
portions of the Standing Rules of Engagement (SROE) and Standing Rules for the Use
of Force (SRUF) for U.S. Forces30, service members possess an inherent right of selfdefense predicated solely on a reasonable response to a demonstrated hostile intent or
hostile act (intended to inflict death or serious bodily injury to self or friendly forces). In
self-defense situations, PID is irrelevant and proportionality is rarely an issue. Soldiers
need to understand that they can use reasonable force to quell such a threat until that
threat is over.
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Misunderstanding of the rules breeds unnecessary confusion and hesitation
amongst the force. This results not only in unnecessary risks for our forces, but also in
our young warriors’ persistent exposure to criminal liability for the perceived “crime” of
killing the enemy.
For years now, nearly every line of duty shooting incident in Iraq has been
subject to an often criminally-focused investigation whereby sworn statements are taken
and service members are questioned without the benefit of legal counsel, psychologists,
or even chaplains. While it is necessary to ensure that service members follow the
rules and use force appropriately, the perception and reality is that continually
subjecting our forces to the wrong legal standard and improperly-focused investigations
inevitably results in hesitation and mistrust. The following October 2007 communiqué
from a young Army noncommissioned officer in Iraq highlights this folly:
There is nothing to come of this except making my Soldiers scared to pull
the trigger and that's all that this is doing. They see me getting questioned
everyday over something as dumb as firing back when fired upon. God
only knows what they would be trying to do if we accidentally killed one
[of] the ‘wrong’ people.31
Another noncommissioned officer – a sniper – was recently court-martialed over
the killing of three Iraqis suspected, among other things, of emplacing IEDs. While he
and his team possessed the legal authority to kill the targeted individuals, without
understanding their inherent authority, they mistakenly believed they had to plant
“evidence” on bodies after what were in reality legitimate kills. This perception results
directly from (1) failing to properly educate our forces on the ample legal authority extant
for making judgment-based shooting decisions and (2) conducting criminally-focused
investigations on Soldiers’ decisions to use force in combat. The sniper was acquitted
of the murder charges, but convicted of obstruction of justice for planting evidence. 32
11

The frustration with the tactical – legal – policy interface is highlighted by the
following account from an infantry battalion commander recently returned from Iraq:
My battalion along with other elements of my BCT spent six months
training up for our OIF rotation. We completed the mandatory training
events to include a JRTC rotation preparing us well for “full spectrum”
kinetic and non-kinetic operations at the tactical and operational levels.
When we would have an escalation of force that involved any shots fired,
it was a CCIR to my higher headquarters. Initially the BCT SJA would
review each incident and recommend that the BCT Commander issue
letters of concern to Soldiers for any and all EOF’s [escalations of force].
This practice confused and frustrated my Soldiers. These young men were
working in difficult, challenging, and potentially deadly situations. In my
opinion it did not require a legal review for every EOF that had warning
shots fired. In every case that I reviewed regarding an EOF they were
doing the right thing with all the right intentions, and doing what they
needed to do to protect themselves and others in the unit. I was eventually
able to get through to the BCT Commander that the SJA was applying a
CYA, one size fits all mentality from the comfort of his air conditioned
office. These letters of concern from the BCT Commander made my
Soldiers and my unit more vulnerable to frustration and hesitation in a
dangerous game in which you can’t just stick in a green key and do it
over.33
Sniper teams in Iraq or Afghanistan performing counter IED missions may
engage persons conducting overt hostile acts (such as actively emplacing an IED in a
roadway surface) or persons demonstrating hostile intent (a lookout using a cell phone
while communicating the approach of coalition forces), both clear examples of using
force in self-defense. That same team may also be employed to engage a designated
hostile force or enemy combatant, and may engage without regard as to whether that
hostile force presents an imminent threat. This concept extends to fleeing subjects
previously identified as hostile by adjacent friendly forces.
Some commanders have been reluctant to authorize the shooting of insurgents
clearly emplacing IEDs in roadways late at night. They have prevented the targeting of
insurgents conducting probes of friendly positions; and, have also failed to authorize the
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kinetic engagement of clearly identified hostile vehicles speeding away from a mortar
“point of origin” as they “were not a threat at the time of acquisition.”34
This last point is important to clarify; some less tactically aware judge advocates
and commanders have opined that “fleeing hostile actors can’t be engaged.” To so
state ignores both the tactical concept of pursuit as well as the hard reality that such a
fleeing subject continues to be a threat. To put it even more bluntly: nothing in the law
allows a hostile actor to fire a weapon at coalition forces, then drop the weapon and flee
without fear of being targeted and killed. Even in civilian law enforcement settings, such
fleeing hostile actors are well-recognized as a continuing threat that may be engaged.35
Some well-intentioned but ill-informed judge advocates have recently opined that
“one of the most effective ways to drive home the importance of EOF to soldiers [such
as exercising fire discipline] at traffic control points and on convoys is by giving awards
to soldiers who DO NOT SHOOT when the ROE may have allowed them to, thereby
saving innocent lives.”36 The intent of this guidance – to save innocent civilian lives – is
admirable, but the end result of incorrectly trying to apply the strategic concept of
“minimum force” to a tactical situation is to unnecessarily expose military forces to
imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury. Recognizing that missions are often
ambiguous and dangerous enough, neither good tactics nor the law require one
surrender the right and responsibility to exercise individual and collective self-defense.
As recently stated by Major General Gary L. Harrell,37 USA (Ret.), former Deputy
Commanding General, US Army Special Operations Command, “The only tactical
solution when confronted with an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury is to
immediately respond with overwhelming force and continue to apply that force until the
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threat is over.” Too often, commanders and judge advocates with little or no true CQC
experience, attempt to substitute their own notions of reasonableness for the warrior on
the scene. The Supreme Court of the United States38 has consistently recognized this
as folly for our domestic police forces,
… such reasonableness must be judged from the perspective of a
reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of
hindsight … the calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for
the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second
judgments about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular
situation in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving.
In situations that often mirror those encountered by civilian law enforcement,
soldiers must be able make split-second deadly force decisions. Despite this tactical
reality, they often are exposed to unnecessary and ill-advised legal and operational
scrutiny. No commander wakes up in the morning thinking “How can I throw my
Soldiers under the bus today?” In fact, there are multiple EOF cases in Iraq that do not
result in judicial or nonjudicial punishment. The ground truth remains, however, that we
can do a much better job in preparing our forces to make better decisions both preshooting (I.e., target selection) and post-shooting (I.e., articulating their actions during
the travails of an escalation of force investigation). Simultaneously, we can better
educate commanders, judge advocates and investigators involved in the post-shooting
environment.
Meeting the Training Challenge: Judgment-based Engagement Training (JET) Seminar
In 2000, a group of judge advocates and tactical weapons instructors
collaborated to develop the Rules of Engagement (ROE)/Rules for Use of Force (RUF)
Tactical Training Seminar.39 Since then, this course has been taught using a mobile
training team concept to thousands of students in organizations ranging from Special
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Operations Command Central to 1st Armored Training Brigade to Naval Expeditionary
Combat Command, and to the Defense Institute for International Legal Studies. It has,
over time, been renamed the JET Seminar.40
The program of instruction effectively trains military members, commanders, and
their judge advocates concerning lawful and tactically sound application of the use of
deadly force. The judgment-based training curriculum is the opposite of the usual rulesbased training and offers realistic situational and firearms instruction beyond that
rendered by traditional lectures, lane exercises, and marksmanship range training done
in isolation from one another. Further, such judgment-based training in no way
degrades traditional force-on-force combat skills, but rather enhances them. This
training is unique, innovative, and essential for the missions faced in the post 9/11
world.
These seminars – generally two to three days in duration – provide a detailed
overview on the law and the tactical dynamics of deadly force encounters: action v.
reaction, Tache-Psyche Effect (the psycho-physiological reactions of humans under
high stress tactical environments), and wound ballistics. Expert instructors from various
military departments, law enforcement agencies, civilian experts, and legal instructors,
provide the classroom instruction. Later, students viscerally experience the phenomena
and issues discussed in the classroom by using diverse situational training exercises
and devices, to include: Engagement Skills Trainer, Firearms Training System,
Simunitions FX41, and live-fire judgment-based targets on the range.
Such force-on-force training creates a level of “stress inoculation” against some
of the more deadly aspects of fear and stress induced physiological and psychological
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effects. The program provides the operators with essential information regarding the
use of force along with “holistic” knowledge and practical applications. Throughout both
the dynamic and interactive training regimens, students are forced to rely upon nearinstantaneous judgment – judgment that can only be gained by exposure to a variety of
complex situations requiring immediate detection, decision, and reaction. This
increased understanding cultivates judgment through the fluid integration of decisionmaking and tactical concerns. Very simply, confidence in use of force authority and skill
leads to operator competence and increases the likelihood of lawful CQC engagements.
The JET Seminar is not a lone wolf in its efforts to transform military training from
a rules-based to a judgment-based methodology. Author and retired military officer
Donald Vandergriff cogently points out in the following passages some of the problems,
as well as innovative solutions, to this problem:
As a result, recent leader and soldier training do not encourage thinking
and decision making. In fact, it often discourages it. Although the best
instructors—and especially those recently returned from combat—take
great efforts to explain to their soldiers why things were done a certain
way, the program itself stressed only the mechanical application of tasks.
Worse, the atmosphere established during some courses emphasized
“total control.” In some units, particularly basic training units extended
beyond the point of usefulness, that atmosphere sometimes remained
nearly until graduation. Drill sergeants yelled, while instructors at leader
courses assumed the “know and be all” stance that prevented anyone
from questioning their authority. Cadets, candidates, and junior officers, as
well as soldiers, asked few questions, and infractions were answered by
mass punishment, while education techniques are rote and boring. The
process for training mobilized Guardsmen and Reservists was even more
obsolete and narrow. Guardsmen and Reservists, many of whom had
active component experience, were treated as if they had never trained
their units, and training at the mobilization centers has continued to be
lock step in compliance with First Army’s, FORSCOM, HQDA and
CENTCOM training requirements for theater. Many Guardsmen and
Reservists have stated “I’ll deploy again, but I never want to go through
another mobilization center run by First Army.”42
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Vandergriff goes on to note that “Young leaders and soldiers are not forced to
work things out for themselves or to learn to be individually responsible. Not
understanding why tasks are performed a certain way, they often fail to adapt properly
to changed circumstances. Fortunately, thousands of leaders at the officer, NCO, and
retired levels in the Army have recognized the downfalls of today’s training and
education doctrine and are moving from the bottom up to fix it, better preparing
tomorrow’s Army for the changing face of war.”43 Perhaps no other organization in the
military embodies this more than the Army’s Asymmetric Warfare Group (AWG).44 AWG
teaches the Combat Applications Training Course (CATC) utilizing a philosophy that
deals with a method to instruct and develop mastery of any given subject. Its premise is
that soldiers can apply principles to understand the how and why of training. At the
center of CATC is the use of problem solving in order to teach a task. Task-oriented
training works well imparting knowledge concerning skills with set procedures and static
end states like starting an aircraft or conducting pre-jump inspection of a paratrooper.
This type of “check the block” training, while perhaps comforting to metrics-centric
thinkers, does little to prepare individuals to make decisions in dynamic, tense
situations.
A Proposed Way Ahead: Developing Master Use of Force Trainers
While the JET Seminar has been validated45 from a requirement and efficiency
perspective, the reality remains that its current mobile training team concept cannot
sustain the through-put required to train the force as a whole. Accordingly, a method for
training master trainers within the joint force on the correct legal and tactical standards
must be rapidly fielded. This would ensure a common understanding of the rules of
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force – essential in the common operating environment continually faced on today’s
battlefield. The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in Glynco, Georgia,
an interagency law enforcement training organization for more than 80 Federal
agencies, might serve as a model for this training.
FLETC’s advanced two-week course, entitled Use of Force Instructor Training
Program (UOFITP), is designed for those who advise law enforcement officers or
agents, revise or develop use of force policy, conduct use of force training, and evaluate
use of force incidents. The course not only shows students how to appropriately use
force, but also demonstrates the appropriate methodology in teaching use of force and
evaluating use of force incidents.
Very similar to the CATC process so successfully utilized by AWG, the student
learns via hands-on participation and demonstration about use of force applications,
documentation, court testimony, expert witness, safety issues, scenario development,
non-lethal training ammunition use, logistical support, performance testing, planning,
design and the proper execution of interactive use of force training. The students are
then expected to demonstrate their proficiency in use of force principles and case law
by articulating the facts that justify a particular use of force. For successful completion,
students are also expected to teach a 30-minute class and answer questions during an
oral board.
Using the FLETC model, the Department of Defense should establish a Use of
Force Master Trainer Center of Excellence (COE) where tactical trainers from the
services would be certified on legally and tactically sound judgment-based training
methodologies. In addition to tactical trainers, the course would also instruct judge
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advocates and investigators responsible for assessing the reasonableness of service
members’ line-of-duty use of force and improve the abilities of those who draft ROE.
Eventually, only certified investigators would be empowered to conduct such inquires.
This would ensure that Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Marines are not only held to the
proper legal standards, but that they will be judged not in the clear vision of 20/20
hindsight, but rather upon how a reasonable person would act under circumstances that
are often “tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving.”46
Logically, U.S. Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) should be the sponsoring
command for such a Center. Exercising its responsibilities for Joint Concept
Development and Joint Training, USJFCOM should lead, train, and coordinate this effort
ensuring the uniformity, compliance, and integrity of the program. To initially staff the
program, USJFCOM need only draw upon the already assembled JET Seminar cadre of
trainers. The US Air Force Expeditionary Center, Ft Dix, New Jersey, already
successfully uses this model several times a year by inviting JET Seminar cadre to
teach ROE/RUF classes to key and essential leaders, judge advocates and paralegals
undergoing predeployment training. Already extant and operational pre-deployment
training venues, like the Expeditionary Center, are readymade for hosting a Use of
Force Master Trainer COE.
By instituting judgment-based engagement training at each of the services’ predeployment training sites, USJFCOM could ensure tens of thousands of service
members are properly trained prior to deploying this nation’s treasure into harm’s way.
If USJFCOM chooses to expand, or offer the course in a Mobile Training Team (MTT)
construct, it could reach out to sources like AWG and the Expeditionary Center to round
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out MTTs. This would offer the capability to train war fighters at their home station or in
theater.
Lastly, USJFCOM should look to the future and develop realistic, stress-inducing
combat simulators for individual infantrymen. The state of the art in simulators currently
allows pilots to move from simulator to real-life cockpit and successfully fly missions.
There is no reason why Americans fighting in the streets of a future Baghdad – more
likely to make strategic policy- altering decisions – can’t be provided such a realistic
training modality.
To ignore the use of force training mandate in the SROE is dangerous. To
substitute overly restrictive ROE and ill-focused investigations in lieu of this mandate
constitutes a systemic dereliction of duty. We owe it to our warriors to train them to the
right legal and tactical standards. In doing so, we will better help them win and survive
in today’s deadly force encounters. Moreover, it will help America’s “Strategic
Corporals” reach the goals as outlined in current strategic doctrine.
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